Husbandry

Horns

Most Dexter breeders are already familiar
with the processes used for dehorning.
Some dehorn simply as a management tool
to prevent damage to other animals during
yarding or transport. Others dehorn for
aesthetic reasons. The options are electric
or gas de budding, scoop type de-horners,
caustic paste, embryotomy wire or full
surgical dehorning for older animals.
Whatever method you use, the decision to
dehorn needs to be made early. It is much
more difficult to dehorn older cattle. Even
when dehorning is done as a calf there is
always the chance a small percentage of
animals will develop regrowth. Sometimes
this is little more than a small amount of
horn tissue that amounts to nothing much.
Other times horns can fully regrow and,
unfortunately, the new horns are rarely the
shape they were meant to be. Some of these
regrown horns can cause problems in the
future. Distorted horn growth is not always
the result of dehorning gone wrong. Horns
can be damaged or knocked off and regrow
in a less than attractive manner, also causing
possible problems as the animal matures.
Young Dexter horns are quite solid all the
way through and are relatively loose in the
scull. They are easily removed and heal
quickly. The animals suffer little trauma and
the risk of infection and complications is
generally minimal.

Horn Re-growth

Older animals are a different story. Removal
of mature horns poses another set of
considerations. Because a mature animal
develops hollow horns, dehorning older
animals has some risks. If you do not want
to take out the entire horn structure by way
of a full surgical procedure, just removing
the external horn will temporarily leave
a hollow cavity. This is then subject to fly
strike or infection and needs to be monitored
until healed.
Dehorning pregnant cows can result in the
cow aborting the calf and should be avoided
where and when possible. Similarly’ cows
with young calves at foot. Dehorning too
early after the calf is born can result in
reduced milk production, though this is
usually only for a few days.
It is always best to monitor young cattle to
ensure there is no regrowth of horns after
dehorning. If regrowth appears have it dealt
with as soon as is possible before the new
growth develops to any significant size.
The cow shown below is a 5 year old cow
who’s horns regrew after a failed dehorning
as a calf. The horns had just penetrated
the skin above the eye. Dehorning her had
now become essential to prevent the horns
penetrating the skull. Given the cow had
just calved, the attending vet opted for a
minimal approach. It was the preferred
choice to minimise trauma and bleeding at
this particular time. Embryotomy wire was
used to dehorn this cow.

The horn was not taken off right at the
skull for the reasons previously mentioned.
This resulted in virtually no pleading and
the cow appearing relatively unperturbed
by the procedure. Having taken this option
for the well being of the cow and calf in the
short term, there is significant risk leaving
an exposed hollow horn end. “The devil
and deep” you might say. Every vet will
have their own preferred method of dealing
with individual cases. There are a number
of products available for filling the exposed
hollow. This particular vet preferred to leave
the hollow open. Other vets may make other
choices.
Dehorning Dexter cattle is not mandatory
and thus is personal choice. Breeders
wanting to sell cattle through conventional
channels may find there is some resistance
to horned animals in the sale yards. This is a
result of the possibility of bruising and other
injuries that may be caused during yarding
and transport influencing the buyers.
Breeders choosing to leave their animals
with horns need to ensure they apply
suitable management practices to avoid
injury to their cattle and themselves when
handling their animals. Dehorning should
be considered for all bulls and in particular
for those breeders with limited experience
with cattle management.
When purchasing cattle, individuals should
take notice of any horn distortions and
consider the possible implications in the
future.

Left: Regrown horn penetrating just above the eye
Below: the horn after removal

What to Read
For further information on
dehorning and other management, presentation and
husbandry issues consult your
copy of “A Handbook for
Dexter owners and Breeders”.
This publication covers many
of the most common topics
associated with managing
your cattle and is available
through DCAI

Who to Ask

For advice and assistance with dehorning your animals contact your
local vet. Your vet will be able to give
you advice on suitable methods for
your animals.

A young bull being de- horned with
embryotomy wire

The horn after removal

If you are not sure what you need to
know contact your local Dexter Promotion Group. Group members are
more than happy to offer anecdotal
information on dehorning or any
other husbandry matters you may
need assistance with.
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